Name: Hyland Pierce.
Name Pronunciation: [HIGH-lind Pirs]
Middle Name: Herzlos. [Hers-lo].
Titles: Magister of Sanguinati Magic. Theurgist: Magister of
Scrying Essentials.

Magic Affiliation: Sanguinati.

Sanguinati Coven: Graven Dust.

Education: Mystic Steeples.
Magister of Sanguinati Magic.

Address: Severance, Hoopenfangia.
Date & Place of Birth: Mystic Steeples, Severance, Hoopenfangia
Height/Weight/Physical Description: Seven-foot tall, thin, stiff posture. He
maintains a corpselike expression on his long face and wears a boline around his
neck under his odd beard. He is argumentative, awkward, and always
exasperated.
Citizenship/Ethnic Origin: Severance, Hoopenfangia. / Caucasian. Welsh
ancestry.
Family Members: Nephew: Jayden Farnsworth Pierce.
Social Class: Middle.
Occupation/Employer: Grossatete Sanatorium. Mystic Ministry
sends select magisters of magic from Mystic Steeples to conduct
assemblies in Grossatete Sanatorium if his or her Progress
Gauge Reports are low, or for other probational demerits or
reasons.
Hyland Pierce was understudy to Magister Aves Treacle, Magister
of Divinatory Arts at Mystic Steeples, but Hyland’s Progress
Gauge Reports were low, and the ministry assigned him the
unscrupulous work of Essence Excursions, disguised under the sanatorium
assembly as Scrying Essentials. The former understudy now enjoys being
deemed a Theurgist, but it is only to a select few inmates at the sanatorium.
Hyland fears that the inmates are potentially dangerous, so he would much
rather return to Mystic Steeples. His secret assembly is located at the top room
of the western tower at the sanatorium.

Magic Specialties: Divinatory Arts, scrying mostly. He uses wand pops and
various magic balls, which he throws at intended targets. He carries an
enchanted shield that he has little skill using, but this makes the inmates in his
assembly nervous.
Magic Wand and Staff: Both his wand and his magic staff are made of black
cherry with a spell scroll rolled inside each of the cores.
Salary: Middle income.
Community Status: He ranks in the lower middle status. His position at the
sanatorium is not respected among reputable Sanguinati.
Job-Related Skills: Theurgist Hyland Pierce is magister of Scrying Essentials at
the sanatorium. What he really does there is Essence Excursions, a rehabilitation
experiment to remove rebellious inmates’ inner essences.
He also works part-time in pest control. (See toxic-fume ballooner under Hobbies
below.)
Hobbies/Recreations: Hyland sings in the Mystic Chantry choir, and does pewback pendulum (thanks to his long legs.) On weekends, he enjoys toxic-fume
ballooning to rid enchanted insects, sprites, and other pests from the Garden of
Herbal Delights and other areas in Severance, Hoopenfangia.
Political Beliefs/Affiliations: Traditional Sanguinati.
Voice: Hyland speaks in a flat, uninvolved, bored manner. He often attempts to
turn every discussion into an argument about witchcraft.
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